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NPS AIR & SPACE WEEK
AUGUST 4 - 9, 2009

Centennial Salute
to Aeronautics & Astronautics

NPS will celebrate the history and heritage of aviation and space exploration at NPS and the Monterey area over the last century during NPS Air and Space Week, to be held at the School August 4-9, 2009.

Air and Space Week Events*

8/4 - ‘Wear Your Flight Suit to Work Day’ at NPS

8/6 - NPS Astronaut Symposium at NPS: 0900-1630
- California International Air Show Dinner at NPS

8/7 - “Breakfast with the Astronauts: Reach for the Stars” in McNitt Ballroom at NPS Herrmann Hall, 0800-1000
- Meet the Astronauts at California International Air Show: 1600-1800

8/9 - NPS Day at California International Air Show - FREE Admission for NPS Military/Civilian ID card holders with stickers from Alumni Relations Office

* Events are subject to change.

Register for all Air and Space Week events at www.NPS.edu/100